(?2rf+i-So we have h: Qu+\-*P n of degree ± 1 for all n (use twisted coefficients if n is even), and the tangent bundle of Q^+i is induced from a bundle over P n (since this is true for w = 4è + l when h is a homotopy equivalence).
In [3] 
The following is the principal result of this paper. In fact,
is a characteristic submanifold of (2", Kf*), for "2m 2m, , ^ 2m w 2m-1 2m _ ", 2m
Moreover, e: ^w->F^m is a diffeomorphism, and $* w inherits a framing from that of if* so that c( F££) = c(*£;? The first is proved in [l, §l] and also asserted in [7, Theorem 5f .] and [10, Remark 4] . The last two equalities are consequences of [10, Lemma 3] and are implicit in the results of [7] , This proves the theorem. As corollary to the proof of (1) 
